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Abstract 

Despite all the technical aids introduced to the railway the train drivers’ knowledge and skills are still important 

for traffic efficiency and safety. The literature shows a clear connection between practical experience and safer 

and more efficient action. Thus, the aims were (1) to examine what is likely to be included in the internship of the 

train driver education, and (2) to assess the difference in expectations on novice versus experienced drivers. 

Quantitative data, obtained through Swedish train drivers, indicate a great possibility that a student will not have 

the possibility to practice many situations sufficiently or even at all during internship. Results from the instructors 

and employers show that the expectations on the novice drivers can be regarded as realistic and correspond with 

the literature about development of profession expertise. Finally, we argue that pedagogical use of simulators may 

provide effective practice of critical situations in a safe environment.  

 

 

Keywords: train driver; train simulation; practical training; education methods; practical skills; profession 

development 
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1. Introduction 

Train drivers have great responsibilities, since they are responsible for safe transportation of great numbers of 

passengers or goods at a time. The profession is usually monotonous, but when a special case occurs, the driver 

often must react quickly, and the driver’s actions is, as shown in many studies, important to avoid accidents 

(Baysari et al. 2009, Edkins and Pollock 1997). The vast majority of people probably share the experience of 

delayed trains which in some cases can be affected by the driver's knowledge and actions. Besides delays, their 

mistakes can have devastating consequences regarding both human lives and damages to infrastructure and 

materials. Although the train driver profession has in some ways changed with the introduction of different train 

control systems, the driver still has an important role that demands full awareness in a sometimes complex reality 

(Naweed 2014). Kyriakidis has studied causes to railway accidents in the UK from 1945 to 2012 and although the 

number of accidents has decreased with technical improvements the proportion of human factor involvement 

remains the same (Kyriakidis 2015). It is therefore crucial that train drivers are well trained and educated to be 

able to handle many potentially hazardous situations that may arise during their career. It is well recognized that a 

large number of railway incidents and accidents occur because of human performance (Dhillon 2007). Results 

from Edkins and Pollock (1997) indicate that the most important human factor for avoiding accidents is sustained 

attention. Other studies highlight verbal communication errors as an important factor (Shanahan et al. 2007, Smith 

et al. 2013). Studies on the Swedish train drivers’ situation and impact on accidents indicates that several factors 

are important for traffic efficiency and safety, among them the sometimes complex collaboration with the 

technology (Kecklund et al. 2001, Forsberg 2016). Tichon (2007) demonstrated what characterizes an expert train 

drivers’ decision in different, potentially dangerous, situations. There is less written about how often certain 

situations and special cases occurs during train driving and consequently during practical training on track. 

Therefore, this paper is intended to problematize and examine how Swedish train drivers at present are educated 

and trained, and how (and how well) the education in terms of practical training ensures that the train drivers, fresh 

out of school, can handle a variety of potentially hazardous situations. 

 

The most common form of basic train driver education in Sweden is within the framework of the Swedish National 

Agency for Higher Vocational Education (Myndigheten för Yrkeshögskolan). When finished with the basic 

education the student receives a diploma. After this a company-specific education at the employer follows to assure 

that the driver achieves the requirements of knowledge. The regulations, made by The Swedish Transport Agency, 

do not specify what should be included in the practical part of the education, neither in the basic education nor in 

the company-specific part. This paper intends to show to what extent driver pupils will practice practically on 

different situations and how it affects their practical knowledge.  

 

Knowledge of familiarity means that decisions in a certain situation can be made based on a large amount of 

experience from similar situations while at the same time building a holistic perspective that makes decision 

making more accurate (Gustavsson 2000). Most of the research that concerns the development of professional 

competence assumes that "you need to know what you are doing" in order to be able to make progress. Reflection 

on what to do, and why, should be a prerequisite for competence development within the profession or the 

employment (Gustavsson 2002).  

 

Research on the development of professional expertise shows a clear connection between practical training and a 

safer (and more effective) behaviour when one gets the opportunity to practice practically and not just theoretically 

(Kasarskis et al. 2001, Law et al. 2004). Herbert and Stuart Dreyfus presented a five-stage model describing 

development of profession competence, with stepwise development from novice to expert (Dreyfus 1986). Their 

model has been used, sometimes in a slightly modified form, to describe and explain the behaviour within several 

professions, for example pilots, controllers, teachers, nurses, officers, and firefighters (Dreyfus 1986, Benner 1982, 

Klein 1989, Wiggins et al. 2002).  

 

The models starting point is that it requires sufficient practical training to develop into the next step. The novice 

is not to be seen as unknowing. The novice knows the theory, the rules and regulations of the profession but lacks 

sufficient practical experience. The decisions in a new situation are therefore made on basis of the theory that was 

earlier acquired which makes the novice rather inflexible for new situations (Björklund 2008, Dreyfus 2004).  

 

To reach the next step, advanced beginner, it requires practical experience leading to recognition of the situation. 

When sufficient experience is achieved, the knowledge becomes situational. This situational knowledge makes the 
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performance more accurate and efficient the next time a similar situation occurs. Still, the advanced beginner don´t 

have enough experience to value and make accurate decisions when a new situation occurs (Dreyfus 2004).  

 

In the last three steps, competent, proficient and expert, the practitioner has even more practical experience of 

different situations, which means that rational and well-balanced decisions can be made also in new situations. 

The difference between the competent and the expert is that the expert, because of more experience, takes better 

decisions when the situation is more complex (Dreyfus 2004, Gustavsson 2002). To develop into an expert long 

experience is required, up to 10 years according to some studies (Feltovich et al. 2006). 

 

During train driver education in Sweden, practical training and theory are layered, with the practical training being 

an internship divided in 3–5 periods. The students conduct their internship under supervision of an experienced 

driver. In total, 20–22 weeks and an average of about 500 hours of internship training is included in the 44–60 

weeks of education.  

 

One of the demands of the educator is to ensure a good balance between theory and practical training in the train 

driver education (TSFS 2011:60). However, The Swedish Transport Agency's regulations don´t define which 

situations or special scenarios should be included. The driver can therefore after completed education have the 

theoretical, but not the practical knowledge, about how a specific situation should be handled. This means that the 

practical knowledge of novice train drivers can vary considerably depending on the situations that they experienced 

during the education.  

 

This paper presents a survey study examining how often certain specific situations happen, the expectations on 

novice train drivers, and possibilities to complement the practical training. 

 

2. Aims and research questions 

The aims were (1) to examine what is likely to be experienced during the internship period of the train driver 

education and (2) to assess the difference in expectations on novice versus experienced drivers. The research 

questions were accordingly as follows. (1) How often during their internship can the train-driver trainees be 

expected to experience a sample of situations, which handled incorrect can cause delays or accidents? (2) How 

high are the expectations on a novice train driver as compared to the expectations on an average experienced 

driver? 

 

3. Method  

3.1. Occurrences during internship 

In order to measure the frequency of different situations during the internship, professional train drivers were 

invited to join a survey study. The invitation was done through the train operators, who distributed a text with the 

purpose of the study and a link to a web-based questionnaire to their employees, and all answers were anonymous. 

The questionnaire included 43 situations and the respondents were asked how many times each one of them had 

occurred during the last year. These situations were selected after consultation with experienced drivers and 

instructors. Many are special cases, but also basics that are expected to be performed everyday by train drivers at 

some of the potential employers (e.g. driving on different types of rail traffic management systems or different 

types of shunting). Every situation in the study is expected to be handled correctly according to the rule book when 

they occur, and an error can lead to delays, incidents or accidents. The train driver education includes on average 

about 500 hours of internship, which is a little less than a third of the hours per year for the average respondent 

drivers annual working hours (90% of a full-time job). Therefore, the frequencies were multiplied by 0,3, which 

is how they are presented in this paper. The 43 situations and their English translations are presented in Appendix 

A.  

 

3.2. Expectations on a novice train driver 

Two questionnaires were designed to examine the expectations on practical knowledge of a novice train driver. 
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One of these was directed to educators, with the inclusion criterion that they were or had recently been active 

teachers on a basic education for train drivers. All teachers are also trained instructors as well as former or, as for 

the majority, still active train drivers. The other was directed to instructors, security officers or educational 

managers at the employer. The majority of respondents from the employer are still active drivers and the rest 

former drivers. Both these groups of responders were invited by an email with a description of the purpose of the 

study and a link to the web-based questionnaire.  

 

This included questions about how well an average novice driver is expected to handle six different scenarios, as 

compared to an average experienced driver, who has been employed for at least ten years. By novice driver is 

meant a driver who received a diploma but has not yet undergone the company-specific training. The parameters 

that were assessed and are presented below include how much assistance the novice driver is expected to need and 

what risk of error decisions one was expecting by her or him and the same question about what to expect from an 

experienced driver. Assistance is defined here as anything from a telephone call to operating support or a colleague, 

as well as a need to look for a solution through various written regulations and manuals.  

 

The novice driver was also assessed in relation to an experienced driver about the risk of error decisions expected. 

Educators and employers were asked to estimate the probability, in percent, that an experienced and a novice driver 

respectively would make the wrong decision in different scenarios. The risk of errors was divided into two 

categories; errors that cause delays, and errors that may lead to vehicle damage, incidents or accidents. 

 

Finally, the novice driver and the experienced driver were compared with regard to the total time needed to 

complete the whole scenario.  

 

The six scenarios that were assessed are of different complexity and severity, three simpler and three more 

complex. The three simpler scenarios contained fewer manoeuvres to be performed in parallel, and they are 

expected to last for a shorter period. The scenarios are developed in collaboration with experienced instructors and 

teachers and are to be regarded as representative examples of simpler as well as more complex scenarios that may 

occur for a train driver. The six scenarios including English translations are presented in Appendix B. 

 

Comparisons between expectations on experienced versus novice drivers in the six scenarios, were made by testing 

effects of Scenario (the six scenarios) and Experience (experienced, novice) in a 6  2 repeated-measures analysis 

of variance (ANOVA). Main effects of Experience and interactions between Scenario and Experience were of 

primary interest, while main effects of Scenario were of secondary interest and more of a ‘manipulation check’ 

nature since the scenarios were included for variation in task complexity – which should yield strong effects on all 

three dependent variables (i.e., need of assistance, total time required, and risk of error). 

 

3.3. Additional questionnaire: Likelihood of incident or accident, and representativeness of situations 

An additional web-based questionnaire was addressed to 18 instructors in order to measure the criticality of each 

of the 43 situations. The instructors were asked to rate the likelihood that erroneous handling by a novice driver 

leads to an incident or accident, on a six-point scale graded from 0 (not at all likely) to 6 (highly likely). Further, 

since the sample of 43 situations was not exhaustive, the final question was to what extent the instructors thought 

that the sample of 43 situations was representative of what a train driver can be faced with, on a six-point scale 

ranging between 0 (not at all representative) to 6 (highly representative). 

 

 

 

4. Results 

4.1. Representativeness of the situations and their likelihood of incident or accident if handled incorrectly 

The additional questionnaire was replied by 11 train drivers (61 %), 10 of whom completed it. With regard to 

representativeness, scores ranged between 4 and 6, M = 4.8. Thus, the representativeness was rated as good by 

the instructors. With regard to the rated likelihood of each of the 43 situations would lead to an incident or 

accident, the responses generally showed great variation. Most (39) of the situations had a span of 4 points or 
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more, 10 situations had a span of 5 points, and 4 had a span of 6 points on the six-point scale. This suggests that 

instructors may construe the most scenarios differently or that the instructors vary considerably with regard to 

experiences, or a combination of both. There was no correlation between likelihood that a situation would lead to 

incident. 

4.2. Occurrences during internship 

A total of 93 respondents have started the survey, of which 77 completed the same. Thus, each situation has 

between 77 and 93 responses. All but five respondents were freight train drivers. The questionnaire contained 43 

situations where the respondent would answer how many times each situation occurred during the past year. The 

range was normally 0–100 and for some situations, less likely to occur, 0-40.  

Figure 1 shows how many times each situation occurs on average during an internship sorted by frequency. The 

figure shows answers multiplied by 0.3, since the average driver annual working hours is around three times the 

internship.  

Figure 1. Mean number of occurrences (± SE) per situation and internship period. 

 

Please note that the maximum frequency in Figure 1 is 16, but that this is much lower than the theoretical 

maximum. For example, if a situation were to occur once a day for one year, the maximum would be about 84. 

For details on the 43 situations, please see Appendix A. 

 

 

Most situations (i.e., 23 of 43) occur less frequently than once per internship period, see Figure 1. Some are 

exclusively special cases, but still cases that a train driver is expected to handle correctly. For example, driving a 

train without an automatic train protection system in an ATC-equipped area [situation number 35 in Figure 1]; 

detector alarm concerning an overheated bearing [30]; experienced a level crossing signal that was off or 

indicated stop [24]; and passage of a main signal indicating stop after movement authority with the addition 

“control the points” (Am. turnouts) given by the signaller (Am. dispatcher) [22]. For one situation, System S [23] 

blocked-line-operation lines, there were large variations with many respondents reporting no occurrence (84%), 

while the highest rate was 60 times. 

Six of the 43 situations occur on average once or twice per internship period. Also, in this category there were 

large variations in two situations with many respondents reporting no occurrence. These situations and the 
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percentage of non-occurrences were förplanerad spärrfärd [19], a pre-planned blocked-line-operation that can 

be implemented and used at any open line (72%) and direktplanerad spärrfärd [20], a directly-planned blocked-

line-operation that can be implemented and used at any open line (50%). Among those 6 situations are also ATC-

fel [16], ATP-failure occurs during train movement and balisfel med 80-övervakning [15], major balise 

transmission failure inside an operation zone. 

Eight situations occur on average between two and five times per internship period. Notably, 58 percent of the 

respondents stated that they did not run on System M [8], telephone block lines, during the last year, while a few 

stated that they were running on System M 100 times or more in the past year. Driving in very slippery conditions 

[7] as well as driving with very limited visibility [10] also occurs between two and five times per internship period. 

 

Finally, six situations occur between five and fourteen times per internship period. All these involve different 

forms of shunting movements or different tasks during shunting, for example to couple train vehicles as a driver 

or from the ground [1, 2]. 

 

The high values reported by some drivers according driving on system M and system S are due to the fact that these 

rail management systems are only located in some certain areas. Therefore, drivers working along those tracks run 

on those systems almost every shift. The same applies to some extent also for spärrfärd which can be part of a 

daily routine. Though, driving on special train management systems such as system M or S and especially spärrfärd 

can also be a special case to be handled correctly by the driver when it occurs. 

4.3. Expectations on a novice train driver 

The questionnaire directed to train educators was answered by 16 respondents, whereof 14 completed the entire 

survey. The questionnaire directed to instructors, security officers or educational managers at the employer was 

answered by a total of 14 respondents, whereof 11 completed the entire survey. The six scenarios are described in 

Appendix B. The results from the employers and the educators are, due to their similar background and work, 

presented as one category. This makes a total of 30 respondents whereof 25 completed the entire survey. 

 

Figure 2 presents the time required for the experienced and novice train drivers, respectively, to get assistance 

from colleagues or signaler when faced with the six scenarios. The scenarios are sorted by task complexity from 

low to high. Appendix B presents the scenarios in more detail. 
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Figure 2. Mean estimated time required for assistance (± SEs) per scenario for experienced and novice drivers, 

respectively. 

 

There was a main effect of Scenario F(5, 120) = 10.94, MSE = 178.20, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .31. This, and as can be 

seen in Figure 2, shows that task complexity was successfully manipulated across the six scenarios. The main 

effect of Experience was F(1, 24) = 70.82, MSE = 39.58, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .75. Thus, novice drivers are expected to 

require much more assistance than do the experienced drivers (see Figure 2). The interaction effect of Scenario  

Experience was F(5, 120) = 8.59, MSE = 11.47, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .26, which basically shows that the greater the task 

complexity, the greater the difference between experienced and novice drivers expressed in minutes, see Figure 2. 

4.3.1. Time efficiency 

Figure 3 presents the total time required to complete the whole scenario for experienced and novice drivers, 

respectively, as rated by the educators and employers. 

 

Figure 3. Mean estimated total time required to complete each scenario (± SEs) for experienced and novice 

drivers, respectively. 

 

The main effect of Scenario again validated the manipulation of task complexity, F(5, 120) = 49.05, MSE = 

6608.21, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .67. Experience again yielded a main effect, F(1, 24) = 129.47, MSE = 51.04, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝

2  

= .84, such that novice drivers are expected to require more time than their experienced colleagues, see Figure 3. 

There was also an interaction effect of Scenario  Experience F(5, 120) = 21.80, MSE = 12.57, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = 

.48, such that the more complex the task, the greater the difference between experienced and novice drivers to 

solve the task, expressed in minutes, see Figure 3. 

4.3.2. Risk of error decisions 

Figure 4 presents the risk of error decisions per scenario for experienced and novice drivers, respectively, as rated 

by the educators and employers. The two categories, errors that cause delays, and errors that may lead to vehicle 

damage, incidents or accidents are her presented together. 
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Figure 4. Mean percentage of estimated risk of error decisions (± SEs) per scenario for experienced and novice 

drivers, respectively. 

 

Scenario yielded F(5, 120) = 2.56, MSE = 106.17, p = .03, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .10; again validating the manipulation of task 

complexity such that the more complex the task, the greater the risk of error (see Figure 4). As can be seen in 

Figure 4, novice drivers are expected to be more prone to error. Experience yielded F(1, 24) = 28.49, MSE = 

131.59, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .54, such that novice drivers are expected to be relatively much more prone to erroneous 

decisions than experienced drivers, see also Figure 4. There was no interaction effect. 

 

5. Discussion 

The aims were (1) to examine what is likely to be included in the internship of the train driver education and (2) 

to assess the difference in expectations on novice versus experienced drivers. 

5.1. Occurrences of pre-defined situations 

Most situations were reported to occur less than once per internship period, which implies that lots of students do 

not have the possibility to practice on these situations or even to experience when the supervisor handles them. 

Also, regarding the handful of situations that were reported to occur on average once or twice per internship period, 

it is likely that the students may experience only when the supervisor handles them, but not really be able to 

practice enough themselves. The situations which were reported to occur on average 2–5 times per internship 

period are likely to be experienced by more students. However, the range is wide and were reported to never occur 

by many respondents. Finally, the situations likely to occur on average 5–14 times during internship period are 

likely to be experienced by most students.  

 

It is clear that the students’ experiences can be expected to vary considerably and that the employer therefore 

cannot rely on the student having practical experience from any particular situation, except for train driving and 

shunting. The students thus lack knowledge of familiarity and should rightfully be regarded as novices in many if 

not most situations that the train-driving profession entails. Among those situations less likely to occur are mainly 

special cases that hardly can be ordered in reality on a railway suffering from capacity shortage and therefore need 

to be trained in another way. One way forward could be the use of simulators to ensure that all students can 

practically train different situations and special cases to a sufficient extent in a safe and educational environment. 
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For example, Tichon (2007) discussed the use of simulators as a way of training special cases, while Thorslund 

(2019) proposed simulator training as a complement to the internship. In order to achieve the largest training effect, 

the instructor has to create a realistic environment (see e.g., Sellberg 2017, Hontvedt and Arnseth 2013). By 

creating a realistic environment in a safe and pedagogical environment the train drivers will develop their 

professional knowledge towards becoming safer and more effective in handling different situations and special 

cases in reality. 

5.2. Expectations of graduating train drivers 

It is clear that the expectations on the novice drivers are lower than the expectations on the experienced driver.  If 

trying to apply the novice driver into Dreyfus five-stage model the driver should be considered novice or perhaps 

an advanced beginner in some areas. The experienced driver with 10 years of experience would with the same 

approach be considered an expert or close to be. In that respect, the respondent’s expectations on the drivers need 

of assistance, risk for error decisions as well as time efficiency are reasonable and fits in well with the previous 

research. For example, Kasarskis et al. (2001) showed that it is fair to believe that a novice is more likely to make 

mistakes that effects both time efficiency as well as traffic safety than a more experienced driver. It would be 

interesting to know if the expectations on a novice driver would have been different if the students had the 

opportunity to practically train a greater number of different situations more times during the internship. 

 

It can be noted that there was a considerably smaller effect of Scenario on risk of error decisions than on time 

required to use assistance and total time required to solve the task (i.e., complete the scenario). It can be speculated 

that this reflects that train drivers are expected to prioritize safety, which would mean that when faced with a 

challenging scenario to handle, the driver takes his or her time to solve the problem. 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

The combined results show that many situations, that may require correct and efficient handling by the driver, can 

with the present curriculum for driver training not be expected to be trained during the internship period – and that 

this is reflected in the expectations on the novice drivers as compared to experienced drivers. The lower 

expectations on the novice drivers is presumably realistic and may to some extent be helpful – if colleagues and 

dispatch allow for it. However, correct and efficient handling by train drivers is crucial for both safety with regard 

to lives and infrastructure, time efficiency and economy. It may be therefore be argued that the practical training 

should ensure that most of the potentially critical situations that may occur, even though they may be very rare, 

are practically trained until the student masters each one of them.  

 

The possibility of training different situations during the internship varies greatly between different students, so 

there is a risk that several situations are not trained sufficiently or even at all. Among those most likely not to occur 

there are mostly special cases that hardly can be ordered in reality on a railway suffering from capacity shortage 

and therefore need to be trained in another way. In the field of aviation, simulator training has been used for a long 

time (Page, 2000), and train-driver training could do the same.  
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Appendix A 

Translation from Swedish to English 

Translating Swedish railway operations into English is not easy. Not only is the philosophy of how the railway 

works different in Sweden compared to North America or Great Britain. This is because Sweden belongs to the 

central European sphere of railway philosophy which is quite different from the UK. For example, in Sweden the 

track is divided in operation zones and open lines where the former is where train can pass and where the dispatcher 

can control the signals and turnouts more detailed than at the open line. The wordings used in this paper are British 

which in some cases can be different from the words used in North America.  Because of the different philosophies 

used in Sweden and UK, the expressions may sometimes have a slightly different meaning.  

 

Translation of the 43 scenarios 

 

1. Själv sammankopplat fordon från plats på marken i samband med växling 

Having coupled vehicles placed on the ground during shunting 

2. Varit förare under växling där någon annan kopplat samman fordon från plats på marken 

Been a driver during shunting with someone else coupling vehicles placed on the ground 

3. Genomfört växling på ej signalreglerat område 

Been a driver during shunting in a non-signal-controlled area (siding) 

4. Varit förare under växling med hjälp av signalgivare 

Been a driver during shunting in cooperation with a shunter giving signals by hand or radio 

5. Genomfört växling på signalreglerat område med lokalfrigivna växlar 

Been a driver during shunting on a signal-controlled area when the signaller has released the 

control of the area to the driver 

6. Själv agerat signalgivare vid växling 

Given signals by hand or radio to a driver during shunting 

7. Framfört någon färd i mycket halt före 

Driven a train on very slippery rails. 

8. Framfört färd på system M 

Been a driver at telephone blocked lines (with locally controlled operation zones) 

9. Varit med om ett balisinformationsfel utan 80-övervakning 

Driven a train when a minor balise transmission failure occurs 

10. Framfört färd med kraftigt begränsad sikt (tungt snöfall, dimma eller kraftigt regn) 

Driven a train with a very limited view (e.g. heavy snowfall, fog or hard rain) 

11. Varit med om ett balisinformationsfel med 80-övervakning på linjen 

Driven a train when a major transmission balise failure occurs at the open line 

12. Erhållit medgivande att passera stopp m.h.a. blankett 21 tillsammans med beskedet "växlarna ligger 

rätt" 

Received a permission to pass a red signal given by the signaller on a special form with the addition 

“the points are in control”. 

13. Varit med om ett balisöverenstämmelsefel i en huvudsignal som inte var angivet i säkerhetsorder för din 

färd. 

Been a driver when, without any information about the fault in advance, a main signal is green but 

the associated balise gives the information stop. 

14. Behövt genomföra felsökning på ditt drivfordon för att kunna fortsätta din färd 

Needed to troubleshoot your traction unit in order to continue driving 

15. Varit med om ett balisinformationsfel med 80-övervakning på driftplats 

Driven a train when a major balise transmission failure occurs inside an operation zone  

16. Under färd varit med om ATC-fel 

Been a driver when an ATP-failure (with ATC) occurs during train movement 

17. Blivit ordergiven om hastighetsnedsättning utan signalering 

Received information from the signaller on a special form regarding temporary speed reduction 

without signalling from balises or signs  

18. Blivit kontaktad av tågklarerare angående detektorlarm från hjulskadedetektor för ditt tåg 

Been contacted by the signaller regarding detector alarm concerning wheel damage in your train 
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19. Varit förare eller tillsyningsman för en förplanerad spärrfärd 

Been a driver or responsible of a pre-planned blocked-line operation 

20. Varit förare eller tillsyningsman för en direktplanerad spärrfärd  

Been a driver or responsible of a directly planned blocked-line operation 

21. Varit med om bromsprov som lett till att du fick stänga av någon broms 

Carried out a failed brake test resulting in having to disengage a brake 

22. Erhållit medgivande att passera huvudsignal i stopp m.h.a. blankett 21 tillsammans med beskedet 

"kontrollera växlarna" 

Received a permission from the signaller on a special form to pass a red signal with the addition 

“control the points”  

23. Framfört färd på system S 

Been a driver at blocked line operation lines (lines that can only be operated by blocked line 

operation) 

24. Varit med om vägsignal eller vägförsignal som var släckt eller visade "stopp före plankorsning" 

Been a driver when a level-cross signal or a level crossing distant signal where off or indicated stop 

before reaching the level crossing. 

25. Erhållit medgivande att passera en dvärgsignal i stopp vid växling 

Received a permission by the signaller to pass a shunting dwarf signal indicating stop during 

shunting. 

26. Varit med om ett balisöverenstämmelsefel i en huvudsignal som var angivet i säkerhetsorder för din 

färd. 

Being a driver when given the information from the signaller in advance, a main signal is green but 

the associated balise gives the information stop. 

27. Erhållit säkerhetsorder om felaktig vägskyddsanläggning 

Received information from the signaller on a special form regarding an incorrect level-crossing in 

your route 

28. Varit med om någon annan bromsstörning som lett till att du fick stänga av någon broms 

Had to turn off a brake due to another reason 

29. Blivit kontaktad av tågklarerare angående detektorlarm för tjuvbroms på ditt tåg 

Been contacted by the signaller regarding detector alarm concerning overheated wheel in your 

train 

30. Blivit kontaktad av tågklarerare angående detektorlarm för varmgång på ditt tåg 

Been contacted by the signaller regarding detector alarm concerning overheated bearing in your 

train 

31. Varit med om spänningslös kontaktledning som inte återkommer inom kort under pågående färd 

Been a driver when the overhead line turns powerless during train movement and the power do 

not return shortly 

32. Varit med om en vägvakt vid en vägskyddsanläggning 

Been a driver when a person guards an incorrect level-crossing 

33. Under färd varit med fel på tågskyddssystemet ETCS (systemfelsläge) 

Been a driver when an ATP-failure (with ETCS) occurs during train movement 

34. Backat tåg på driftplats 

Driving backwards during train movement inside an operation zone 

35. Framfört tågfärd utan fungerande tågskyddssystem på ATC-utrustad bana 

Driving a train without automatic train protection (ATP) in an ATP-equipped area 

36. Varit förare eller tillsyningsman på spärrfärd med hjälpfordon 

Been a driver or responsible for a directly planned blocked-line operation intended to help another 

train in need of assistance.  

37. Behövt växla ur fordon ur ditt tågsätt under pågående tågfärd som inte nått slutdriftplats 

Had to uncouple vehicles from your train during train movement before reaching the trains final 

destination 

38. Varit med om att en huvudsignal optiskt "slagit om till stopp" med konsekvensen att du passerat 

signalen i stopp 

Been a driver when a signal suddenly turned to stop which led to a signal passed at red 

39. Begärt hjälpfordon 

Been in need of asking the signaller for an assisting train as a consequence of a train failure 

40. Backat tåg på linjen 

Driving backwards during train movement on the open line 

41. Behövt genomföra självlossningsprov 
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Been in need of a special air-brake test intended to recognize which brake or brakes leaks air. 

42. Varit förare eller tillsyningsman på färd inom D-skyddsområde 

Been a driver or responsible for a blocked-line operation or shunting inside an area allowed for 

work. No train movements are allowed inside the area. 

43. Erhållit medgivande att passera huvudsignal i stopp m.h.a. blankett 21 tillsammans med  

beskedet "kontrollera växlarna" och efterföljande växel hade rörlig korsningsspets 

Received a permission by the signaller on a special form to pass a red signal with the addition 

“control the points”. The next turnout had a moveable point crossing. 
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Appendix B 

Translation from Swedish to English 

 

Translating Swedish railway operations into English is not easy. Not only is the philosophy of how the railway 

works different in Sweden compared to North America or the British Isles. This is because Sweden belongs to the 

central European sphere of railway philosophy which is quite different from the UK. For example, in Sweden the 

track is divided in operation zones and open lines where the former is where train can pass and where the dispatcher 

can control the signals and turnouts more detailed than at the open line. The wordings used in this paper are British 

which in some cases can be different from the words used in North America.  Because of the different philosophies 

used in Sweden and UK, the expressions sometimes may also have a slightly different meaning. The purpose of 

this translation is to give English-language readers an opportunity to understand the content of the questionnaire. 

Therefore, sometimes there is explaining texts in italics indented in the scenario translations.  

 

Translation of the 6 scenarios 

 

Scenario 1 

Föraren på ett tåg erhåller vid passage av en infartsignal ett balisinformationsfel med 80-övervakning. Hastigheten 

var strax innan balisinformationsfelet 120 km/h och felet var inte känt via säkerhetsorder. Föraren ser inte följande 

mellansignal förrän ungefär 500 meter efter det inträffade balisinformationsfelet. Samtliga mellansignaler och 

utfartsblocksignalen visar signalbeskedet "kör 80, vänta kör 80". Fullständig övervakning återkommer vid passage 

av hastighetstavla placerad strax bortom utfartsblocksignalen. Gör en bedömning av hur du förväntar dig att en 

förare hanterar ovanstående situation. I din bedömning ingår hela förloppet från balisinformationsfelet inträffar till 

tåget har återfått fullständig övervakning i tågskyddssystemet. 

 

The train driver experience a major balise transmission failure (MBTF) inside an operation zone. The speed 

was 120 km/h when the MBTF occurred and it was not known by the driver in advance. The driver cannot 

see the next main signal until after 500 meters after the MBTF. The next as well as the second next main 

signal is green. The rulebook implies that the driver has to decrease the speed to a maximum of 40 km/h and to 

rely on his or her vision since MBTF causes the information from the ATP to disappear. The information 

comes back when passing a balise just beyond the second main signal. Estimate how you expect the driver 

to handle the whole process until the information comes back to the ATP. 

 

 

Scenario 2 

Föraren befinner sig invid en infartssignal i stopp på system H. Tkl kommer att ge föraren ett medgivande att 

passera signalen i stopp (bl.21) med tillägget "kontrollera växlarna". Mellan infartssignalen och efterföljande 

mellansignal finns först en motväxel och därefter en medväxel. Räkna med att en av växlarna (ej rörlig 

korsningsspets) ligger i tydligt fel läge och behöver läggas om med hjälp av en motordriven lokalställare i 

anslutning till växeln. Gör en bedömning av hur du förväntar dig att en förare hanterar ovanstående situation. I din 

bedömning ingår hela förloppet från det initiala samtalet med tkl vid infartssignalen fram till nästa mellansignal. 

 

The train driver is at a main signal inside an operation zone, when called by the signaller. On a special form, 

the driver gets a permission to pass a red signal, with the condition “control the points”. On the way to the 

next main signal there are two points of which one is clearly pointing towards the wrong direction and needs 

to be changed manually by the driver. Estimate how you expect the driver to handle the whole process from 

the phone call until reaching the next main signal. 

 

Scenario 3 

Föraren befinner sig med sitt 400 m långa tågsätt på linjen, ca 6 km från nästa driftplats när ett ATC-fel inträffar. 

Hastigheten på sträckan är max 100 km/h. Gör en bedömning av hur du förväntar dig att en förare hanterar 

ovanstående situation. I din bedömning ingår hela förloppet från ATC-felet inträffar tills föraren har erhållit 

tillstånd från operativ arbetsledning att framföra tåget utan verksamt tågskyddssystem enligt de regler och 

föreskrifter som är relevanta. 

 

The 400 meter long train is on the open line about 6 kilometers from the next operation zone when an ATP-
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failure occurs. The speed-limit on the line is 100 km/h. Estimate how you expect the driver to handle the 

whole process until he or she reaches the next operation zone and receives a permission from the operative 

work management to continue without a working automatic train protection (ATP).  

 

Scenario 4 

Föraren blir under färd på linjen, 3 kilometer från nästa driftplats, uppringd av tågklareraren som meddelar att en 

varmgångsdetektor gett utslag för lågnivålarm på axel 14 på vänster sida av tåget. På den kommande driftplatsen 

finns endast sidospår på vänster sida av ditt tåg men huvudspår på höger sida. Gör en bedömning av hur du 

förväntar dig att en förare hanterar ovanstående situation. I din bedömning ingår initial hantering av situationen 

fram till driftplats, eventuellt behov av skyddsåtgärder på driftplatsen samt de kontroller som ska utföras på 

fordonen. Räkna ej med urväxling av fordon. 

 

About 3 kilometers from the next operation zone, the driver is called by the signaller regarding a detector 

alarm concerning overheated bearing detected on axle 14 on the train. The rulebook implies that the driver 

now must run to the next operation zone with significantly reduced speed. On the next operation zone the driver 

needs to ask the signaller for special protective measures for the adjacent track when inspecting the train. 

Estimate how you expect the driver to handle the whole process from the initial phone call until necessary 

controls on the train are performed.  

 

Scenario 5 

Föraren, som saknar platskännedom, befinner sig stillastående med sitt 400 m långa tågsätt vid en mellansignal på 

en driftplats bestående av tre spår med skyddsväxlar på båda avvikande huvudspår i båda ändar (totalt 8 växlar på 

driftplatsen). Ett fordon (vagn eller motorvagn) mitt i tågsättet ska växlas ur tågsättet och lämnas kvar på ett av 

driftplatsens avvikande huvudspår. Tkl kommer att ge starttillstånd för växling med lokalfrigivna växlar på hela 

driftplatsen, med tillägget att samtliga 

mellansignaler får passeras i stopp. För att kunna utföra växlingsrörelsen måste växlingsgränsen passeras vid ett 

tillfälle. Föraren sitter nu och ska ringa till tkl för en överenskommelse om växlingen samt inhämta starttillstånd. 

Gör en bedömning av hur du förväntar dig att en förare hanterar ovanstående situation. I din bedömning ingår 

samtliga moment från det första samtalet till tkl till 

växlingen avslutas. 

 

The 400 meter long train is in front of a main signal inside an operation zone with three tracks. One wagon 

in the middle of the train must be uncoupled and left on one of the tracks. The signaller gives the driver a 

permission for shunting with released control of the points at the whole operation zone. To complete the 

shunting, the driver also must pass the border between the operation zone and the open line for which 

another permission from the signaller is necessary. Estimate how you expect the driver to handle the whole 

process from the initial call until the shunting is complete.  

 

Scenario 6 

Föraren på en tågfärd blir på en driftplats uppringd av tågklareraren vid mellansignalen på driftplatsen. Eftersom 

ett fordonssätt framför tåget spärrar linjen vill tågklareraren direktplanera en spärrfärd tillbaka till föregående 

driftplats för vidare omledning. Avståndet till föregående driftplats är 20 km. Gör en bedömning av hur du 

förväntar dig att en förare hanterar ovanstående situation. I din bedömning ingår, om inte annat anges nedan, samtal 

med tkl, eventuella växlingsrörelser, direktplaneringen av spärrfärden samt färd och avslutning av spärrfärd. 

 

The train driver is inside an operation zone while called by the signaller. Since another train is blocking the 

way, the signaller wants to lead the train another way by directly plan a blocked-line operation from this 

operation zone to the next (a distance of 20 kilometers). This means the driver and the signaller must fill in a 

special form before the driver runs with a speed limit to 70 km/h over the open line until arriving into the next 

operation zone. Estimate how you expect the driver to handle the whole process until he or she arrives to the 

second operation zone. 

 


